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10 June 2011  

 
This report is produced by OCHA in collaboration with humanitarian partners. It was issued by OCHA 
Libya. It covers the period from 6 to 9 June. The next report will be issued on or around 16 June. 
 

I. HIGHLIGHTS/KEY PRIORITIES 
• An inter-agency mission assessing the situation in Ajdabiya observed no outstanding humanitarian 

needs.   
• Over 636,000 people have left Libya and not returned, of which 280,741 are Third-Country Nationals 

(TCNs) and over 250,200 are nationals from neighbouring countries. 
• UNHCR reports that 746 Sudanese, including women and children, arrived in Darfur from Libya since 

the start of the conflict. 
• The Food Security and Livelihoods Cluster remains concerned about the food security of the most 

vulnerable. 
• The US$407 million revised Regional Flash Appeal for the Libyan Crisis is currently funded at 51 per 

cent with $207 million committed and $1.6 million in pledges. 

 
II. Situation Overview 

 
 
Food security for the most vulnerable 
continues to be worrisome since food 
stocks are not regularly replenished. 
Certain items like infant formula, oil and 
sugar are scarce. In some areas, such as in 
Ajdabiya, prices have tripled or quadrupled 
at produce markets. One of the factors 
contributing to higher food prices is the 
increased price of fuel, which is in 
extremely short supply at the subsidized 
price  and very expensive  through informal 
markets.  
 
The Libyan Committee for Humanitarian 
Relief, which is part of the Interim 
Transitional National Council, conducted an 
assessment mission to Kufrah by plane on 
7 June. According to the Committee, there 
were no IDPs in Kufrah, although there are 
many Chadian residents in the town.   
 
It is estimated that over 636,000 people 
have left Libya and not returned, of which 
280,741 are third-country nationals (TCNs) 
and over 250,200 nationals from 
neighbouring countries. On average, 

UNHCR and IOM report that the majority of Libyans crossing into Tunisia at Ras Ajdir and into Egypt at 
Saloum return to Libya the same day.  
 
International Mercy Corps is planning to send a third medical team into the Nafusa Mountains. Efforts to 
access other areas of Libya to deliver humanitarian aid also continue. According to the UN inter-agency 
mission to Tataouine and Dhibat, diesel and fuel is running very low in the Nafusa Mountains area. Village 
councils are reported to keep fuel reserved for collecting humanitarian supplies delivered to the hubs of 
Nalut, Jadu and Zintan. International NGOs operating in the Nafusa Mountains are generally moving goods 
through local counterparts. Many organizations moving supplies into the area are led by Libyan diaspora 
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groups.  OCHA is working on completing a picture of the activities of Libyan diaspora groups providing 
humanitarian aid to the Nafusa Mountains area. 
 
In Misrata, reported heavy fighting in the frontlines in the outskirts of the city did not result in a change of the 
humanitarian situation or needs.  
 

III. Humanitarian Needs and Response 
 

 EMERGENCY SHELTER/NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI)/MIGRATION 
 
Libya  
According to UNHCR, over the last few days approximately, 500 Libyans refugees of Chadian origin arrived 
in the Mourdi Region, in north-western Chad.  UNHCR is coordinating with Chadian authorities to determine 
the status of these people, all of whom had Libyan identification documents. 
 
Tunisia 
The number of TCNs staying in the three camps near the Ras Ajdir border has slightly decreased in the past 
three days to 4,461 from 4,614. Approximately one third of the camps population can be considered for 
repatriation. UNHCR is restructuring Choucha Camp based on community affiliation (nationality), family 
status (single or married) and prospects for repatriation.  Fighting sparked by nationality-driven rivalries and  
prospects for repatriation/ resettlement was among the causes of the unrest in Choucha Camp which 
resulted in 3,000 tents being destroyed and three deaths on 25 May.  
 
UNHCR reports that over 59,000 Libyans are hosted by local communities in Dhibat, Remada and Tatouine. 
In Dhibat and Remada 1,470 people are staying at the two camps, which have had a static population of 
around 700 people each since late May.  
 
Egypt 
At the Saloum transit point, there were 991 people as at 8 June, including 880 persons of concern to 
UNHCR. Although the number of people staying at the transit point is decreasing, the numbers of PoCs have 
increased. The majority are from Sudan, Somalia, Eritrea, and Ethiopia. 
 
Chad, Niger and Sudan  
From 28 May to 6 June, IOM reported that 4,122 people returned to Chad. OCHA Chad reports that some 
returnees show symptoms of measles. Partners in the health sector in Chad have stepped up vaccination 
campaigns in Mourdi and other areas. Government authorities in Chad believe that more than 300,000 
Chadians resided in Libya prior to the crisis. Following unverified reports of thousands of Chadians stranded 
in Gatrun, IOM plan to visit the area.  
 
OCHA Sudan reports that 17,072 Sudanese have returned from Libya according to IOM. The majority of 
returnees arrive via charter flights from Tunisia, commercial flights from Algeria and flights organized by the 
Sudanese government.  UNHCR reports that 746 Sudanese, including women and children, arrived in Darfur 
from Libya since the start of the conflict. IOM reports 2,800 registered crossings into Sudan at land borders.  
 

 EDUCATION 
Schools in opposition-held areas of Libya remain closed. The Education Council in Benghazi reports that one 
hundred schools in the Benghazi area have opened youth clubs for children's recreational activities. New 
youth clubs are opening every week with sports, games, music, art, computer training, English, and Arabic 
language study. Some also hold informal sessions in lieu of regular school classes.  Across the Nafusa 
Mountains region, schools remain closed.  
 
In southern Tunisia, education is reported to be a priority for Libyan refugee populations. UNICEF reports 
that preliminary findings in Medenine, Tataouine and Remada indicate strong collaboration between Tunisian 
and Libyan education personnel.  This ensures that Libyan refugee children of primary school age can attend 
make-up classes in the coming weeks for children not to fall behind in their studies.  
 
Gaps & Constraints 
In opposition-held areas, not enough children have started to attend informal sessions at youth clubs in 
schools, according to Education Council statistics. Additional volunteers and recreational materials are 
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needed to encourage more schools to open youth clubs. UNICEF, in liaison with the Educational Council, is 
planning to provide further support.  
 

 EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Telecommunications capacity in conflict-affected areas continues to be needed to support humanitarian 
activities. In Misrata, ACTED is planning to establish an information hub operational with VSAT and 
generator. The Emergency Telecommunications Cluster (ETC) continues to provide security, data and 
telecommunications services to humanitarian organisations. UNHCR is providing inter-agency services at the 
Egypt and Tunisia border locations; WFP is providing services within Libya. Initial approval for radio 
frequencies has been granted by the Transitional National Council.  
 
Gaps & Constraints 
The recent inter-agency assessment to the Dhibat/Wazin border reported that limited telecommunications 
capacity in the Nafusa Mountains is a constraint. Future operations will require a direct satellite link for voice 
and data services.  
 

 FOOD SECURITY AND LIVLIHOODS  
Any disruptions to the public food distribution system in Libya may have significant repercussions for food 
security for the most vulnerable populations. The cluster is increasing collaboration with a number or 
partners for food distributions, including ACTED/ CESVI, Mercy Corps, Libyan Appeal Team and the Libyan 
Red Crescent. However, additional needs assessments and wider access are needed. WFP has so far 
mobilized 19,414 metric tons of food for Libya– enough to feed over 417,000 people for three months. Over 
1.8 million hot meals have been provided to TCNs so far by Food Security Cluster partners. The week of 6 
June, the Turkish Red Crescent delivered over 21,000 food boxes and hygiene kits for 21,000 IDP families in 
Benghazi, sufficient for one month. 

In Tunisia, WFP is working with the Tunisian Red Crescent (TRC) to provide food assistance to Libyan 
refugees in host communities in Tataouine, Medenine, Gabes, Sfax, and Kebili. Distributions of wheat flour 
and vegetable oil have recently begun. UNHCR has agreed to continue providing funds to partners for family 
packages. In Choucha and Remada Camps, the TRC continues to provide hot meals with the support of 
WFP. 

In Egypt, WFP food for training activities for returning migrant workers from Libya continues in Upper Egypt. 
This is done in cooperation with the Ministry of Manpower, local governorates, and NGOs.  
 
Gaps & Constraints 
In the Nafusa Mountains, better information on supplies entering the area and on beneficiary coverage are 
required to accurately determine vulnerability and future food security needs.  
 

 HEALTH 
In Misrata, WHO reports that the cold chain is functioning well. Child immunization in Misrata has been well 
maintained, except during periods of severe fighting. UNICEF has supplied 41,500 doses of various vaccines 
including 15,000 doses of Polio vaccine. The vaccines were delivered from Misrata to neighbouring towns as 
well. More than 5,000 doses of PENTA are expected to arrive next week.  
 
In Ajdabiya, WHO met with health staff and local authorities, finding no urgent humanitarian or recovery 
support needs. Medicines and other supplies are available. Resources needed to support Ajdabiya and to 
prepare for possible conflict-related health consequences should be pre-positioned in Benghazi, although 
adequate stocks of emergency medical supplies and hospital beds are available in Ajdabiya hospital.  
 
International Mercy Corps is planning to send a third medical team into the Nafusa Mountains. Efforts to 
access other areas of western Libya to deliver humanitarian aid also continue.  
 
Gaps & Constraints 
Specialized medical personnel are needed in a number of hospitals and health clinics. IMC reports that 80 
per cent of nurses working in Libya have left since the start of the crisis.  Disease surveillance, early warning 
and outbreak response are weak or non-existent in Ajdabiya.   
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 LOGISTICS 
The WFP-chartered ship Nevcivan completed offloading interagency goods in Misrata and is going to 
Benghazi to reload food for deliveries to Misrata and Al Khums. Another ship, MV Baris, has been contracted 
to run from Alexandria to Misrata, arriving on June 13 and due to leave on June 16 with a food shipment. 
Humanitarian organizations are being offered space on this vessel for interagency cargo through the 
Logistics Cluster. A number of humanitarian partners have highlighted the importance of having a clear 
overview of all boats (commercial and exclusively relief) going from and to Misrata. To date, 628 cubic 
metres of inter-agency goods have been transported by sea at no cost to user.  
 
Cargo is reported to be entering Benghazi by sea without any difficulties and commercial vessels. 
Organizations wishing to send goods into opposition-held areas have now been advised that shipping is the 
best option due to easier customs procedures than transporting goods. Regular commercial shipping has not 
recommenced into Misrata and Khums.  
 
According to the inter-agency mission to Tataouine and Dhibat, diesel and fuel is running very low in the 
Nafusa Mountains area. Village councils are reported to keep fuel reserved for collecting humanitarian 
supplies delivered to the hubs of Nalut, Jadu and Zintan. International NGOs operating in the Nafusa 
Mountains are generally moving goods through local counterparts. Many organizations moving supplies into 
the area are led by Libyan diaspora groups.   
 
The Cluster continues to offer free storage service to humanitarian organizations in the 20,000 m2 WFP 
warehouse in Ganfuda, 25 kilometres from Benghazi. Some 4,075 cubic metres of interagency goods have 
been stored to date through this service. 
 
From May 1 through June 5, UNHAS transported 501 passengers from 73 United Nations agencies, NGOs 
and diplomatic corps on 16 flights between Malta, Cairo, Djerba and Benghazi. Further details about 
accessing these services, along with the revised schedule, are available at: 
http://www.logcluster.org/ops/lby11a/unhas-schedule-and-forms.  
 
WFP, through the Logistics cluster, continues to offer road transport services on a cost recovery basis from 
Alexandria/Cairo to Benghazi/Tubruq and within Libya from Benghazi and Tubruq. To date, 1,375 cubic 
metres has been transported from Egypt for nine organizations. Another 6,000 cubic metres is now in the 
pipeline.  

 
Gaps & Constraints 
Access into the Nafusa Mountains remains limited due to insecurity. Access to Misrata is only possible by 
sea. 
 

 PROTECTION 
Psychosocial support continues to be a priority for cluster partners. According to the recent assessment, 
there is an urgent need for follow-up to determine if children in Ajdabiya need additional psychosocial 
support. In Benghazi, International Mercy Corps will start Psychological First Aid Training for teachers on 12 
June. This training will provide guidance on best practices to help these children. In southern Tunisia 
psychosocial support for IDPs and TCNs in camps continues. 
 
In 20 IDP settlements in Benghazi, volunteers are now monitoring, identifying and reporting child protection 
concerns as well as gaps in child protection services.  
 
The 17th Session of the Human Rights Council was held on 9 June in Geneva. The Council issued findings 
regarding all alleged violations of international humanitarian law (IHL) in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya since 
the start of the crisis in February. Future work would permit an assessment of veracity of the allegations 
received. The report published can be found at: 
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/17session/reports.htm  
 
International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) reports that so far, there have been 55 victims of 
explosive remnants of war (ERW) in opposition-held areas Libya. The week of 6 June, three people were 
killed and two injured in Ajdabiya when a child brought home a piece of unexploded ordnance. Handicap 
International conducts a Mine Risk Education (MRE) campaign in opposition-held areas which includes 
signs, pamphlets and trainings.  
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Gaps & Constraints 
Further removal of ERW and support of MRE campaigns are needed.   
 

 WATER SANITATION HYGIENE (WASH) 
According to findings from the recent assessment, the main device for water chlorination in Ajdabiya is not 
functioning. Small-scale commercial chlorination plants are operational. The sewage system pumps in are 
malfunctioning, causing sewage to overflow in some areas. 
 
In Benghazi, the WASH cluster reports that the Great Man River Authority (GMRA) is concerned about 
system maintenance. Critical spare parts are urgently needed. UNICEF is looking into ways of supporting the 
Authority in this regard.  
 
The water supply in Benghazi remains constant, though there was a disruption in fuel supply to the Kufrah 
well fields (which supplies water north) for 2-3 days the week of 6 June. The GRMA used the water reserve 
to continue supplying the Benghazi and Ajdabiya network. Fuel was finally delivered to the Kufrah well field 
and water supply could resume as normal.  
 

IV. Coordination 
 
ACTED, Télécoms Sans Frontières and other organizations are monitoring conditions and provide daily 
updates from Misrata to the humanitarian community in Benghazi. ACTED will soon establish an information 
hub in central Misrata to support coordination of assistance.   
 
OCHA is working on completing a picture of the activities of Libyan diaspora groups providing humanitarian 
aid to the Nafusa Mountains area. Groups providing humanitarian aid in this area are kindly asked to contact 
OCHA at: OCHALibya@un.org  
 
The cluster approach for Libya was formally activated in April with designated leads in Coordination and 
Common Services, Emergency Telecommunications, Food Security and Livelihoods, Shelter and NFI, 
Protection, WASH and Logistics. The Logistics cluster has a civil/military coordinator at SHAPE/NATO in 
Naples to support de-confliction for humanitarian cargo movements. Multi-Sector (Evacuation, Migration and 
Refugees) and Education clusters have not been formally activated, however working groups are operational 
in these areas. 
 
Coordination hubs have been established in Benghazi, Cairo and Zarzis. The coordination meeting schedule 
and cluster contact list for Libya is updated on a weekly basis and available at 
http://libya.humanitarianresponse.info/.   
 

V. Funding 
 
The US$407 million revised Regional Flash Appeal for the Libyan 
Crisis is currently funded at 51 per cent with US$207 million 
committed and $1.6 million in pledges. To ensure coordination of 
resources, please advise to the Financial Tracking Service 
(fts@un.org) of all funding decisions and in-kind donations. FTS shows daily updates of funding for this 
appeal and other humanitarian response to the Libyan crisis.   
 

VI. Contact 
 
OCHA Libya 
Brendan McDonald: Head of Office (a.i.) 
Email: mcdonaldb@un.org Tel: +41 (0) 79444162/ +216 2399 4965 
 
Jessica DuPlessis: Reports Officer 
Email: duplessisj@un.org, Tel: + 216 2399 4398 
 
Julie Belanger: Officer in Charge, Europe, Central Asia and Middle East Section Coordination Response 
Division 
E-mail: belangerj@un.org 
 

407 million 
requested (US$) 

51 % 
funded 
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Heidi Kuttab: Humanitarian Affairs Officer Europe, Central Asia and Middle East Section Coordination 
Response Division  
E-mail: kuttab@un.org 
 
Stephanie Bunker: Spokesperson and Public Information Officer  
Tel: +1 917 367 5126 E-mail: bunker@un.org 
 
Geneva 
Thierry Delbreuve: Humanitarian Affairs Officer  
Tel: +41 (0) 22 917 1688. E-mail: delbreuve@un.org 
 
Elisabeth Byrs: Spokesperson and Public Information Officer  
Tel: +41 22 917 2653, byrs@un.org 
 

For more information, please visit: 
http://ochaonline.un.org 

www.reliefweb.int 
www.irinnews.org 

 
To be added or deleted from this sit rep mailing list, please e-mail: ochareporting@un.org or visit: 

http://ochaonline.un.org 
 
 
 
 
 


